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Unsolved mysteries: Searching deep
space for our cosmic origins
ALMA Observatory uses Dell Technologies to unlock the
secrets of our universe.

Outcomes

Frees staff to focus
on frontier science
with simplified IT.

Credit: ESO/NAOJ/NRAO

With unprecedented observational capabilities, the ALMA
Observatory needs vast amounts of computing power to integrate
extremely precise data from radio waves captured by its 66
antennas. Generating about 400TB of data annually, it also requires
scalable, reliable storage.

Eliminates downtime via
hardware reliability and
faster replacement parts.

Safely and securely stores
data for future generations.

Transformations
Adds capacity quickly with easy scalability.

Reduces time to science with faster data processing.

Continues innovating
with Dell Technologies
as partner and
trusted advisor.
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At more than 5,000 meters above sea level in Chile’s extremely
arid and remote Atacama Desert sits the most ambitious
observatory ever built: the $1.4 billion Atacama Large Millimeter/
submillimeter Array, known simply as ALMA to the world’s
astronomer community. It is an international collaboration
between the Republic of Chile and three major scientific
institutions — the European Organisation for Astronomical
Research in the Southern Hemisphere (ESO), the U.S. National
Science Foundation (NSF) and Japan’s National Institutes of
Natural Sciences (NINS).
An acronym translating to “soul” in Spanish, ALMA may be
physically remote, but its mission is intrinsic to all humanity:
to understand our origins and touch our collective soul. “Our
mission is to facilitate mankind’s curiosity about the universe,
and Dell Technologies is our strategic partner in that effort,”
says Jorge Ibsen, head of computing at ALMA Observatory.
“In short, we deliver high-quality observational data from deep
space to researchers worldwide so they can make discoveries
that answer fundamental questions about our cosmos.”
Many such discoveries are groundbreaking, such as the first
image of a black hole 55 million light years from Earth. “ALMA
played a key role in that project, which coordinated the imaging
capture capabilities of eight other observation points around the
world, including Antarctica,” says Cristobal Achermann, IT project
manager at ALMA Observatory. “It shows the amazing research
ALMA supports for the scientific community worldwide.”

“
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Images from billions of light
years away
ALMA’s antennas read and relay signals captured from objects
billions of light years away and work like a single giant telescope.
Each movable antenna is carefully positioned in relation to other
antennas that together capture the faint and distant celestial
signals that are then processed by the ALMA Correlator, a
supercomputer designed to make all the antennas work together
as a single dish. The obtained data is buffered afterward and
prechecked using Dell Technologies infrastructure.

“Our mission is to facilitate
mankind’s curiosity about the
universe, and Dell Technologies
is our strategic partner
in that effort.”
Jorge Ibsen
Head of Computing,
ALMA Observatory
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“

“It can take weeks to
process some large data
sets, so the performance and
reliability provided by Dell
Technologies are critical to
the pace of research in our
scientific community.”
Jose Parra
Archive and Pipeline Operations
Manager, ALMA Observatory

“

“In the two years we’ve been
using Dell Technologies
high-performance scalable
storage, we’ve had no
unexpected downtime in
our Central Archive. That’s
important, as some celestial
events happen only once
every 100 years.”
Cristobal Achermann
IT Project Manager,
ALMA Observatory

This preprocessed data is sent to ALMA headquarters
in Santiago for further processing, central archiving and
distribution to researchers worldwide using Dell Technologies
solutions. “It can take weeks to process some large data sets,
so the performance and reliability provided by Dell Technologies
are critical to the pace of research in our scientific community,”
says Jose Parra, archive and pipeline operations manager at
ALMA Observatory. “The faster we can process the data, the
faster we can get it to researchers.”

Vast universe, vast amounts of data
Parra heads the ALMA Central Archive, the observatory’s core
asset that stores image data and makes it available to Regional
Centers in North America, Europe and Asia, from which researchers
can access the data sets they want. It also incorporates Dell
Technologies scale-out network-attached storage (NAS) as well
as data protection solutions.
According to Parra, ALMA’s storage needs are immense and
growing by about 400TB a year, requiring easy scalability,
deduplication and replication. In addition, archiving and
protecting this data is a deliberate effort to support the work of
future generations, much like a time capsule. That’s why storage
performance, reliability and security are important not just today
but decades into the future. “The archive must stay healthy, fast
and capable so the data is available not only for today’s scientists
but also for those in the generations to come,” Parra explains.
“Our Dell Technologies storage solutions can scale quickly and
easily when we need more capacity.”
Achermann adds that reliability is also important because deep
space has no replay button for when rare astronomical events,
which ALMA might seek to capture, occur. “In the two years we’ve
been using Dell Technologies high-performance scalable storage,
we’ve had no unexpected downtime in our Central Archive. That’s
important, as some celestial events happen only once every
100 years,” he says.
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At the heart of ALMA’s deep space data capture, analysis,
archiving, storage and retrieval is tight technology integration.
This is enabled by the standardization on Dell Technologies
solutions — a welcome result of the strategy for computing
infrastructure that links these two organizations. “Before, we were
using different vendors for building out our technical facilities,”
Ibsen says. “But with ALMA constantly evolving, managing the
solutions’ various updates became difficult and support was
sporadic, especially in an observatory located in the Atacama
Desert. The strategic relationship with Dell Technologies ensures
that if we need additional hardware, replacements or service,
we get it right away. In addition, the solutions’ standardization
simplifies our IT infrastructure, which frees up staff resources
to focus more on transformational science.”

“

“ALMA, supported by Dell
Technologies, continuously
explores new ways to seek
more insights into our
cosmic origins ...”
Jorge Ibsen
Head of Computing,
ALMA Observatory

Innovating with data, a joint effort
Dell Technologies will continue providing ALMA with the
operational foundation it needs to keep pushing astronomy’s
observational and research horizons while also introducing
emerging technology as it becomes available. By having a
flexible, scalable and secure IT infrastructure in place, ALMA can
grow its capacity to support new requirements and demands from
the scientific community to make new discoveries. “This is not
a commercial relationship,” concludes Ibsen. “ALMA, supported
by Dell Technologies, continuously explores new ways to seek
more insights into our cosmic origins, making the most of the
data we capture from deep space observations.”
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Find Out More About the ALMA Observatory
ContactStory.
a Dell Technologies Solutions Expert.
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